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This workbook tries to offer ways to explore and prepare for the transition to adult
life. It is designed to help teens and young adults with special health care needs think
about their future. Each person who may use this book has unique needs, strengths and
preferences. Therefore we have designed the information and activities to allow each
person to pick the parts that fit best. Use this as a guide. Each person may want to do
different parts of the workbook at different times in life. The first step is to begin, to both
dream and plan to make your future what you want it to be.
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Creating My Timeline
This index is a guide for your transition planning. Each note below represents a content area in the workbook. Follow
the book in a way that fits you best. Try not to leave out any areas that are important to you. Using a timeline is one
way you might think about spreading out the work of growing up into little steps as you grow.

Where am I on my
timeline?
Step 1:

Health

Learn to be
Healthy
p.11

Step 2:
Know your
Mental Health
p.13

Be an Expert
about You
p.16

Step 6:

Step 7:

Find Adult
Healthcare
p.23

Step 1:

School &
Work

Home

m
Com

unity

Step 4:

Step 3:

Know your Health
Insurance Options
p.24

Step 2:

Self-Manage your
Healthcare
p.18

Step 5:
Plan for your
Transition
p.20

Step 8:

Move to the
Adult Model of
Care
p.25

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:
Be a Life-Long
Learner
p.43

Learn about
Choices
p.29

Plan for a
Career
p.31

Plan for
College
p.36

Get a Job

Step 1

Step 2:

Learn Life
Skills
p.47

Earn your
Keep
p.49

Step 3:

Step 4:

Be Safe at
Home
p.52

Use Tools to
Help
p.53

p.38

Step 6:

Step 7:

Build your
Budget
p.58

Plan for your
Adult Home
p.61

Step 5:

Make Decisions
to Get Support
p.55

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Find Things to
Do
p.66

Keep Safe
Relationships
p.69

Plan How to
Get Around
p.72

Be a Citizen

Be a Disabilities
Advocate
p.74

p.74
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Activity

Me - Past, Present and Future

Who are you? Are you good at describing yourself? Try out this activity. Look at the three
columns. Answer the questions by thinking about yourself a few years ago, now, and in the
future. We all tend to change as we grow. Think about how the things you do now will help lead
to what you want to do in the future. You may want to come back to the “Future” column later and
add or change your ideas after you do some more of this guide. Part of planning about the future is
letting yourself start with ideas and then adjust them as you grow.

PAST

(in grade school)

PRESENT

(today)

Favorite things to do
Favorite school subject(s)
Favorite entertainment (music,
books, TV)
Future plans (school or work)
Where I live
Who I live with
How I get around
How I stay healthy
Who helps me with big decisions
What I worry about
What I am really good at doing
What keeps me going

Adapted from the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare’s Health Care Transition Guide for Youth Aged 12 to 15

FUTURE

(as a young adult)
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Transition means changing from one thing to another, for

example, moving from being a child to being an adult. This doesn’t
happen overnight. You have to build skills and confidence to
become a responsible and happy adult. It might be helpful to think
about four big areas of your life:

Health, School & Work, Home and Community

Transition Tips:

Stay Healthy!

8 Values for Transition:
1. Be proud of who you are. Focus on yourself, not on your

challenges, you are a valuable and unique person, you are not a
diagnosis.

2. Start planning early. Picture the kind of adult you would like
to become, ask your family and others around you to keep this
picture in mind as they help you.

3. Believe in your goals. Remember that you have to stay with

Learn about your health conditions. You should know you best!

Use
good sources for information – ask your family and other resources to
recommend books, support groups, and websites to get to know your
condition. Work to become an expert (this may take time!).

Build and keep healthy habits. Good habits will keep you feeling

it, don’t give up just because it takes work, take small steps,
keep track of your progress.

better into your adult life - brush your teeth, eat healthy foods, keep
clean, get enough sleep and exercise—try to learn to keep these
habits without reminders from others.

4. Be Flexible.Try new things, and change your goals as you go

Follow your health plan. If you have special treatments and

to fit you better.

5. Work through challenges. At times your challenges may feel

like a roadblock. Look at the problem, then try to either change
the problem or your approach so you can still move forward.

6. Enjoy the little things in life. Be thankful for fun with friends,
your favorite place, a good song; these are the things that are
really important in life.

7. What can I DO? Focus on your abilities, your strengths, then
go DO things.

8. Be in the moment. Try not to worry about yesterday or

tomorrow but do your best today. If you have trouble with
sadness or worries, get help from others, your parents, doctors
or counselors.

medicines that your body needs, make sure you fit this into your life –
make your health a priority so you can do all that you want to do.

Don’t forget the simple things. Some simple health problems are

common in everyone, like colds and sore throats. Make sure to keep
track of your symptoms and get help when you need it.

Preventive Care. Everyone needs to remember to keep track of the

regular schedule for prevention—like get your yearly flu shot. Ask
questions about what you will need so you can plan ahead. If you
are a young woman, ask about when you need “well woman” exams,
including pap smears. If you are a young man, you will need to learn
to do a testicular self-exam.

Sex, drugs, and other risky business! You may be curious about your

changing body and risks like substance use. You should learn as you
grow, and ask your parents, counselors or doctors about these parts of
adult life – learn about relationships and dating so that you have safe
relationships as an adult. Learn about why substance use (alcohol,
cigarettes, or drugs) is risky and how to keep safe. Learn to resist bad
peer pressure.
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Consider future career goals. Start to think about

possible future careers, imagine yourself at a job!
Dream about the choices. Think about what you like
and what you are good at. Picture yourself doing the
job. Talk to your parents, teachers, and other valued
adults about your goals. Think about ways to try out
your ideas.

Plan for School and Work!

Vocational training/College. It can take time and

a number of steps to get to a future career. Start
thinking about what you will do after high school with
plenty of time, at age 14 or earlier, so you can plan to
get into the school and work that you want.

Get organized. Work on keeping your life in order -

use a schedule, make yourself reminders, set alarms,
and get help if you need it.

Chores, responsibilities, privileges. You may not really like doing

chores, but they are a part of growing up. They are a way to show
you can handle responsibilities. They are the way you learn to
take care of your future home. In life there are consequences to
not following the rules or taking care of yourself. Do your chores
as a teen so you don’t have to have your parent remind you. Be
responsible as an adult to get the privilege of being independent.

Plan for Your Home!

Money. Learning how to spend money so you have the things

you need is important in adult life. You need to be able to budget
and plan. Adults must work out the difference between needing
something and wanting something. Practice saving and spending
wisely with any money you get now.

Support your family. Your parents, siblings and family are

important in your life, remember to help your loved ones while
they also help you.

Be a Part of Your
Community!
Interpersonal skills. People need each other.

Adults have to know who to
handle themselves with other people in different settings. Work at making
a good adult impression, shake hands, make eye contact, and be respectful
in conversations. Learn to keep yourself safe. Learn to work with others
well.

Get out into your Community. Enjoy it.

Meet people. Seek help from
others, search for support and information. Be a part of your world.

Be an advocate. “Be a Squeaky Wheel”- Make your wishes and feelings

known to others. When you feel like “the system” gets in your way, speak
up, worker harder, and join with others in similar situations - you can help
to bring about change.

Seek resources. Find activities and support that are a good fit and keep
your life full.

Foster friendships. Be involved in clubs and groups, keep in touch with
friends, and make new friends through your life.

Adapted from www.telability.org, Joshua Alexander MD, 2001, UNC Chapel Hill
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Write a story or draw a picture of your plans for your adult life. Think about questions like:
•
Where will I live? Who will I live with?
•
What will I be doing? Who will be helping me?
•
Will I have a job? Will I attend college?
•
What other activities will I enjoy— home hobbies and community events?

Introduction

Activity
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For Your Information
Part of planning for your future is learning about yourself and the world around you. You will take better care of yourself if you
become the expert on “you”. People First language is an important part of learning about the word “disability” and becoming an
advocate in the disability community.
You will see that there are lots of definitions in this workbook. It is a good idea to get in the habit of asking questions and then
finding the answers. We have tried to leave space for you to write things down to help you learn and plan.

Advocate
Accommodation

A person who speaks up or
acts on behalf of a person or
group to help or protect them.
You can be an advocate for
yourself and others.

e that is a
An activity or devic
lps you work
special support he
of a disability.
around the limits

People First language
It is more respectful to see each person as a
person first, another human, before you talk
about a disability that person may have. An
example is a “person with asthma” rather than
an “asthmatic”. Think about being a person
who happens to have your own certain
condition as one part of your life, not the
only way to describe you. Use “people first”
language for yourself and others whenever
you can.

Person with a physical disability
A person who experiences
challenges with the function of
their body including some limit in
the use of their arms, legs or body
coordination (such as spina bifida
or muscular dystrophy).

A person who experiences a
long-term condition which needs
ongoing medical treatments
and care within the health care
system (such as cystic fibrosis or
sickle cell disease).

A term used to describe making
buildings and places accessible
to people with and without
disabilities. Planners try to make
places free of barriers for everyone.

There are
ma
family wh ny different people
o can pro
in a
vide a circ
around ea
le of supp
ch person
ort
. Some yo
live with th
ung peop
eir birth o
le
r
parents, o
adoptive
or foster
thers live
w
it
stepparen
h one pare
ts. Young
nt or
people ca
their gran
n live with
dparents
or other re
(such as a
latives
unts or un
cles) or fa
If we use
mily frien
terms tha
ds.
t do not fi
just substi
t your fam
tute term
ily,
s that do
family or
fit your
closest cir
cle of sup
port.

Talking about
Disabilities

Person with a chronic illness

Universal design

Family

Person with an intellectual disability
A person who experiences
challenges with the function of their
brain or mind including some limit
in learning, reasoning, remembering,
communicating or interacting in
their world (such as autism or Down
syndrome).

Person with a special he
alth care
need
A person with a ph
ysical,
developmental, be
havioral,
or emotional cond
ition who
needs more than
the typical
health care service
s.
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Activity
An “elevator speech” is the few sentences you use to tell someone what you want them
to understand about your condition. Practice your speech to help you feel more comfortable
explaining what you may say to others if you need to ask for their assistance in certain
settings.

I am a person with:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

This means that:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

R e fl e c t .. .

What questions do you
have about
your health and your bo
dy? Write
down your questions so
you can ask
your parents, doctors, co
unselors,
or teachers to help you
better
understand yourself. Fo
r example:
•
How
•

can I keep myself as hea
lthy as
possible?
Should I change the wa
y I am taking
care of myself in some wa
y?

R e f le c t .. .

alth
bility, a special he
Do you have a disa
e
Us
?
ronic condition
care need, or a ch
t
ha
w
ft to practice
the space to the le
.
out your condition
ab
you understand
w
ho
t
ou
you know ab
Think about what
u
yo
t
ha
w
d
d work an
your body and min
n:
gi
Be
ll.
working we
do to help keep it
….”
ith
w
n
“I am a perso

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Disability disclosure: Every person with a disability

Privacy

Disclosure

or health condition may be faced at times with the
decision to share or not to share information about
his or her condition. The decision to disclose or
share your condition is yours. You should weigh
between your wish for others to understand and
support your special needs and your wish for privacy
about something personal. Sharing your disability
information may be important when it affects your
ability in an essential activity, at school, in a job, in a
public setting, in an emergency. To get help with an
issue due to a disability, you don’t have to reveal all
your personal info, but give just the info that explains
the accommodation or special support you need.
Even if you choose not to disclose your information
to others, you should still carry important medical
information with you, like using a medic alert tag or
wallet card.
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Stay Healthy!
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Learn to Be Healthy

Activity

Healthy habits are a part of life. As you grow you need
to take more and more control of your own health and
habits. You need to know why these habits are important.
Even if you need help with some of these activities, you
can still work on being the director of your plan. The
director knows the plan and makes sure that things
follow the plan. Ask yourself about each of these healthy
habits. Are you learning to do things for yourself? Check
the box in columns 1 to 4 that fits you best, then answer
the question in box 5.
Healthy Habits

1
I do this on
my own

2
I do this
on my own
with some
reminders

3
I need
some help
to do this

4
I always
need help
to do this

5
What happens if I don’t do
this?

Eat a healthy and balanced diet

Get enough fruits and vegetables
Avoid junk food and sugary drinks
(soda!)
Get enough sleep every night

Brush teeth twice daily

Shower/take a bath regularly

Wash my hands often
Take care of other personal hygiene
and toileting
Get physical exercise regularly

Wear a seatbelt in cars
Wear a helmet & gear for biking or
sports
Watch my stress level and use
relaxation
Go for my regular doctor check ups

Habits take practice. Ask your parents and
teachers for ideas about new ways to practice
and create better reminders for yourself.

What can I do to work more
on my healthy habits?

11
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For Your Information
We know that having a healthy weight
for your age and height helps keep
your body in shape and working well.
Being overweight can lead to illnesses
like diabetes and high blood pressure.
Being underweight can make it harder
for your body to do all the jobs it has
to do. To keep your body at a healthy
weight you should work on eating
right, keeping active and checking
with your doctor.

My Height is: _____________________
My Weight is: ____________________
My Body Mass Index (BMI) is: __________________
Your BMI is a number we use to help decide if you weight is in balance with your height and age.

My doctor says that my current weight is underweight, healthy or overweight.
Circle one

I have an eating and exercise plan to keep a healthy weight. Yes or

Circle one

No

What questions do you have about your healthy weight plan?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Activity
You are what you eat. Your body is like a car engine. It needs the
right fuel to run well. You need to eat the best fuel to have good
energy and feel good. Do you know about eating right? You can
learn a lot at www.choosemyplate.gov
Try this activity. Think about your last dinner. Write
down what you ate on the list below. Look at the
picture. Did your plate have groups of food in the
correct amounts like the picture does?
Fruits ________________________________________
________________________________________
Vegetables ____________________________________
________________________________________
Grains _______________________________________
________________________________________
Protein _______________________________________
________________________________________
Beverage _____________________________________
________________________________________

Adapted from www.MyPlate.gov
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Check Your Mental Health

At times we all feel different emotions; like happiness, sadness, worry and anger. We might wish we could feel happy all the time,
but we also have to learn how to deal with other emotions. Sometimes things happen in our lives that stress us and we have to
learn how to deal with stress too. It is important to let a trusted adult know if you feel bad, like very sad or worried or angry or
stressed. Sometimes it is hard to tell how you are feeling, but we can ask ourselves questions to try to figure it out. We can ask
trusted adults to help us figure it out.

Stress

!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stress is a force or an event that pushes and pulls at your emotions. It can make you feel uncomfortable
in some way, like sad, anxious, worried or angry.
Everyone feels stress sometimes in life. Some people have more stress than others.
Stress can be caused by issues that are hard for you, they can be past events or things that you are
dealing with now.
Stress can be caused by school (homework, sports, exams, grades) or social issues (pressure by friends,
dating, not feeling accepted by others, bullying) or personal issues (problems with health, family, or
money or a big change in your life).
Stress can last a few minutes or longer.
You can feel stress with your mind (emotions) and body (physical).
Stress can cause emotional problems such as being grumpy or easily upset, feeling sad, feeling nervous
or worried, feeling overwhelmed, having problems concentrating.
Stress can cause physical problems such as headaches, stomach aches, weight loss or gain, skin rashes,
trouble sleeping, feeling tired, changes in appetite.
Everyone deals with stress differently.
Everyone can work on habits to decrease their feelings of stress by using coping and relaxation skills.
Some people try to use alcohol or other drugs to try to deal with their stress but this doesn’t work.

You can practice dealing with your stress and get better at relaxing.
Identify the thing that is giving you stress.
Tell someone about your stress (a trusted adult or friend).
Think of ways you can avoid the stress if possible. Example: If you don’t like talking to someone
who is often not nice to you, try to stay away from that person.
Exercise – go for a walk, a run, ride a bike, swim, dance or do another sport or activity.
Eat healthy – Try not to eat too much or too little. Stay away from junk food and too much caffeine
and alcohol or drugs.
Sleep well – go to bed around the same time every night, sleep 7 to 9 hours.
Breathe deeply – find a quiet place to sit or lie down, close your eyes, think of the words “breathe”
and “relax” and slowly take a deep breath through your nose until your lungs feel full. Then slowly
breathe out through your mouth until your lungs feel empty. Repeat this slow and easy deep
breathing until you feel relaxed. Some people recommend practicing “Three Deep Breaths” as an
exercise.
Imagine yourself relaxed – find a quiet place, close your eyes and think of a favorite memory or
place where you like to feel safe and comfortable and relaxed. Think of the sounds, smells, things
you see in this place. Dream about this relaxing place for 10 or even 15 minutes if you can, to let
yourself feel refreshed and ready to get up. People call this “Guided Imagery.”
“Relax your muscles” – Find a quiet place to sit or lie down, close your eyes, relax your whole body
and pretend you are limp like a noodle. You can practice relaxing one part of your body at a time,
your legs, your arms, your neck, until you are relaxed all over. Get up slowly when you are ready.
“Express yourself” – write in a journal, draw a picture or create other art, write stories or poetry.
Cook, laugh, or volunteer. Listen to music. Sing a song. Play a game. Do a puzzle. Cry if you need
to. Talk to someone you trust about your feelings.
Talk with a counselor if you need or want to.

Adapted from the Adolescent Health Working Group

Stress Busters
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Activity
My Relaxation Plan:
1. When do I feel upset? What causes me stress?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. People I can tell about the stress:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Ways I can try to avoid stress:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. My exercise plan:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Healthy foods I can eat to help:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. How do I make sure I get plenty of sleep?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
7. When will I try to use a relaxation exercise like breathe deeply, think about relaxation, or relax my muscles?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

8. What ways do I use to express myself? When do I do this?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

9. How I can get more help?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Making a Mental or Behavioral Health Appointment:
1. Check your insurance card for a phone number to call for mental health services.
2. Call and ask for help finding a provider who works with teens or young adults.
3. Call a provider to schedule a visit, check on hours of availability and location for ease of
getting there.
4. Consider how you want your caregiver(s) involved. In Indiana, young adults 18 and over
must give permission for parents to be involved.

Workbook download at: www.eskenazihealth.edu/transitionworkbook
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Activity

Try to fill in the blank words in each sentence to remind yourself about healthy habits.
1. It is important to _________ your hands with _______ and _______ after going to the
bathroom.

2. I shower or take a bath ______________________. My favorite outfit is_________________
______________, but I make sure to wear clean clothes each day.

3. For fun and exercise I typically do ___________________ for at least ______ minutes each
time. I try to get ______________ minutes of exercise in a week.

4. To avoid cavities in my teeth, I always _________________________ twice a day.

5. Practicing exercises in relaxing like taking “Three Deep ____________________” are an
important part of dealing with stress.

16
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Be an Expert about You
Up to this point in your life, your parents manage your health—they make sure you are healthy, and advocate for you with your
doctors and providers. Now you are training to become the manager of your own health.
Some definitions we use may be new to you—here is some information to help you. There is space at the bottom to add any
words you still don’t understand!

Prevention
is an activity like eating right or
getting vaccines that keeps you
healthy and feeling good and
helps avoid illness.

Health condition

Primary Care Provider (PCP)

is another way of saying
disease or illness or something
that affects the work of
the mind or body.
Pediatrician

A doctor who takes care of patients
as the first line for health issues or
prevention, follows the patients over
many years and knows all about
their health needs. For example, if
you have seen a general pediatrician
since birth, he or she is your current
PCP. Once you are an adult you
will likely move to a doctor more
comfortable with adult care.

A doctor who takes
care of infants,
children and teens.

Medical Home
The place where you feel at home
getting your health care. You have
a voice in your own care. You know
how and when to get in touch with
the team. The doctors and nurses and
staff know you, keep in touch with
you and help coordinate all the parts
of your care. You all work together to
make your health be at its best.

Internist
A doctor who takes
care of adults.

Healthcare
Definitions

Co-pay
An amount of payment that
patient pays for a type of health
service. For example your type
of insurance may have you pay
$3 for a prescription, $10 when
you go to see your primary care
provider or $50 when you go to the
emergency room.

Health

Family Physician or
Med-Peds Doctor
A doctor who takes care
of both children and
adults.

Prescription drug coverage

Specialist
A doctor who is an expert in treating
one kind of health problem or
problems with one part of the body.
Examples are a pulmonologist who
takes care of lung problems and a
cardiologist who takes care of heart
problems. There are both pediatric
and adult specialists.

Prescription drugs or
medicines

Medicine that needs a
doctor’s order because you
can’t buy it yourself over the
counter at a pharmacy.

Health insurance plans usually
have a list of medicines that
they will pay for. When a
medicine you may need is
not on the covered list, you
need to check back with your
doctor about what to do next.

Covered services
Every insurance plan has a different list of
services and procedures that are covered
by the plan, which means the insurance
plan will pay for them. It is important to
know about what services can be paid by
your insurance plan and what you may
have to pay yourself.

is having your mind and
body feel good and at
their best to do the job
of living.

Health Insurance
A method to pay for health care services.
Public insurance is provided through a
government system like Medicaid and
Medicare. Private insurance is provided
through companies that often come
through the patient or parents’ job or are
bought individually by a person. Young
adults may need to reapply or move to
a new health insurance program as they
transition to adult care.

Health Care Transition
The process of preparing and moving
from a model of healthcare for
children to a model for adults. You
will likely change from your pediatric
doctors (primary care provider and
specialists) and your parents as your
health managers and start to work
with adult doctors yourself as the
manager of your own health.

Adapted from the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare’s Health Care Transition Guide for Youth Aged 15 to 18
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Add other words you don’t know here—look up
the words and write their meanings next to them.
If you need help, ask a parent, doctor, or teacher to
help you!
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Learning about myself and my
medical conditions:
Diagnoses: (Names of diseases/condition
s):

R e fl e c t. ..
Even though you are young, your medical history
has lots of information—everything from your birth,
until now. When you transition to adult doctors,
you will want to know and be able to describe your
medical history. Use the page to the right to begin
work on listing your medical history and medical
conditions. Check with your parents and doctors to
learn what you should know. Write the names of any
physical or learning challenges, or chronic illnesses
you have and when they started. When were you in
the hospital? What surgeries have you had? What
special equipment do you need? Allergies are things
like medicines that cause your body to have a bad
reaction. Write the names of your medicines and the
reason you take them.

Hospitalizations:

Surgeries:

Assisting devices: (Examples: Wheelchairs,
braces)

Allergies:

Medications (name, amount, reason):
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Self-Manage Your Healthcare –
Responsibilities and Consequences
Managing your own health and treatment plan may be easy or not so easy. As you become an adult, you will become more and
more responsible for these tasks. Learning to work with all the people in the health care system will probably take some practice.
Knowing how and when to ask questions are especially important. Ask yourself about each of these self-management skills. Are
you learning to do things for yourself? Do you know what the consequences would be if you didn’t do these things, like could
something bad happen to you? Check the box in columns 1 to 4 that fits you best, then try to answer the question in box 5.

Self-Management

1
I do this on
my own

2
I do this
on my own
with some
reminders

3
I need
some help
to do this

4
I always
need help
to do this

5
What happens if I don’t do
this?

Knowing my diagnosis/medical
conditions
Knowing my medications & doses
Remembering and taking my
medications
Making sure I follow up with lab tests
and treatment plans
Knowing when to call the doctor

Making doctors’ appointments

Calling for medication refills
Signing my own release of information
and consent forms
Making my own medical decisions
Taking paper and pen to my
appointments
Asking questions at my doctors’
appointments
Seeing the doctor alone (for at least
part of visit)
Keeping medical alert info like a list of
medications & an emergency plan with
me all the time
Speaking my thoughts and questions
clearly
Adapted from the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare’s Health Care Transition Guide for Youth Aged 12 to 15
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Need some practice
being your own
self-advocate?
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What can I do to work more on my self-manag
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your parents and doctors for
ways to practice for yourself.

Get more info: For more help and practice becoming a selfadvocate for healthcare and other parts of your life, consider
signing up to participate in the

BE YOUR OWN BOSS program
A 6 week course in self-management for youth and young
adults ages 13-24 who have chronic conditions. These
small groups attend weekly sessions which last two hours
and are taught by other trained young adults with chronic
conditions. Here you can learn about healthy habits, setting
your own goals, controlling how you feel, and working with
your doctor. Email or call CYACC to ask about taking part in
the workshops.

Contact us:
email: cyacc@iupui.edu
phone: 317.948.0061
866.551.0093 (toll free)
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Plan for Your Transition
Transition plan:


When will I need to change from a pediatric doctor to
an adult doctor? Do I know the policy at my current
doctors’ offices?

What answers do I need for these questions? Check off
which questions you want to ask your parents and doctors.
Write answers and take notes below:



When will I need to change my health insurance plan
from my parents’ plan to my own plan? Do I know what
my choices are?

______________________________________________________



How do I find an adult doctor?

______________________________________________________



How do I get my records and information sent to the
new doctor?

______________________________________________________



How do I work with the new doctor to have the best
health and health care?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Sex, Drugs, and Risky Business:

Healthy Habits: Part Two
Some questions and topics feel very
private. It is important to know that
you can ask your doctor questions that
feel very private and can be helped in
a respectful way. Confidential is a word
we use to describe conversations
between you and your doctor that
stay private and are not shared with
others. You may choose to share these
conversations if you want to.
*There are a few extreme situations
where your doctor may tell you that
you need to break the confidence,
because you are at such a serious risk of
hurting yourself, or if you are not able to
consent for yourself and someone has
hurt you.

●● Taking risks is part of growing up. For
example, there is good risk-taking, like trying
out a new skill of calling in your medicine to
the pharmacy. You don’t know if you will get
it right the first time but you try and learn
from the experience.
●● There is also bad risk-taking, where the
chance of something bad happening is so
big that you shouldn’t take the risk at all.
Examples of bad risk-taking are driving a car
too fast, texting while driving, skateboarding
without a helmet, smoking cigarettes, trying
alcohol or drugs, ignoring the rules about
strangers, having unsafe sex, stealing, or
joining a street gang.
●● As you grow, you need to learn the facts
about adult life and risks. You need to
know who can give you good information
about these topics. Your parents, teachers,
counselors, and doctors all can have a part in
helping you learn about growing up.

Health
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Checkoffthetopicsyouwanttolearnmoreabout.Bringthelistwhenyougotalktoaparent,teacher,counselorordoctor.

I want to learn more about the following:











Risks of smoking cigarettes 		



How to talk about health risks of sex and
pregnancy with my doctor





How to keep safe from sexual infections



If my health or condition will affect my
ability to have a child

Risks of alcohol use
Risks of illegal or street drugs
How to be safe in cars
How puberty makes your body change

For girls:

What sex is

 When I need a female exam
 What a PAP smear is

Risks of sexual activity
How babies are made
How pregnancy works
How to consent (to say yes) or to say no to
sex or private touch

For boys:

 When I need a male exam
 How to do a self-testicular exam

How to prevent pregnancy
If my health or condition will affect my
ability to have sex as I grow

Ref lect ...
Have I learned about puberty and
teen risks? By reading? At home
from my family? From teachers in
school? Do I want to ask for help to
learn more about these topics, such
as an accommodated education
program in my school?

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Ref lect ...

Am I ready for a confidential
talk with my doctor? Do I have
specific questions, like “How
will my health affect my teen
life?” or “Why would I choose to
drink or not drink?” Write down
questions and take them with
you to your visit.
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Talking to your doctors and other providers yourself is a change
for many teens. It is time to practice answering all the questions
about your health that you can, and asking the doctors and
providers your own questions directly (instead of relying on
your parent). Consider planning ahead for visits. Write down
any questions or thoughts you have and then share them with
your doctor at the next visit. Here is an easy-to-remember model to use when talking to your
doctor, called GLADD.

Be GLADD When You Talk
with Your Doctor

G - Give Information.

As an adult, you are responsible to give your doctors the correct
information. Be honest! If you have not taken your medications when you were supposed to,
or have done some things that you were told not to do, tell your doctor.

L - Listen and Learn. You are responsible to remember what your doctors tell you.

It isn’t easy to remember and understand everything that might happen during an office
visit. Bring paper and a pen when you visit the doctor, and write down things you need to
remember. Ask for copies of important papers, like your medication list. Bring someone you
trust with you to help with questions and understanding.

A - Ask. Ask questions you have about your health and keep asking until you understand.

It's a good idea to write down and
take your questions with you to help you remember ALL of them. Doctors want their patients to think about their health and
ask questions. Ask your doctors how they want you to bring your questions. Do they have a system, like a special health email
account? Does the nurse help with questions?
Practice how you might ask a question when you don’t understand something at the doctor’s office:
•
Please tell me more about that.
•
Could you explain that to me again?
•
Could you write that down for me?
•
Is there something you can give me to read?

D - Decide. Play an active role in decisions about your health plan.
what needs to be done next and who is going to do it?

Make sure you agree before you say yes. Do you agree with

D - The second D stands for Do. Do your part in following your health and treatment plan!!
Adapted from The Institute for Child Health Policy, University of Florida

Planning before a Doctor Visit:
Use this list of questions to plan for your next doctor’s visit. Be ready to talk with your doctor.
1.

What is the reason for today’s visit? _______________________________________________________________________

2.

Do you have other concerns you want to talk about? ________________________________________________________

3.

Have you been ill or treated by someone else since your last visit? ______________________________________________

4.

Did you have questions about test results? _________________________________________________________________

5.

Do you need medicine refills? ___________________________________________________________________________

6.

Do you need new equipment or changes in your equipment? _________________________________________________

Health
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Find Adult Healthcare
Before you start to look for a new doctor, think about what you want. Plan ahead. You may want to transfer when your health
is doing well, rather than wait for when you are sick or in a crisis. Some young adults prefer not to change all their doctors at
the same time. They change their primary care doctor or specialist first and then once they are comfortable change the others.
Others decide they want to change all together at a new hospital or in a new city for college or a job.

Here are some questions to think about:
1.

Where is the office located?

2.

Is the office located close to your home or your college if
you will live away from home?

3.

Will you need help with transportation?

4.

Is the office accessible?

5.

Do you need other special assistance?

6.

Does the office accept your type of health insurance?

7.

Are the office hours convenient?

8.

Do you want a primary care doctor who knows your family?

9.

Do you want a primary care doctor that treats others with
your type of special healthcare needs?

10.

Do you need a specialist who is an expert in your special
needs?

11.

Does the doctor work with the hospital and other doctors
that you want to use?

12.
13.

Ways to look for a new doctor – primary care and
specialty:




Ask your current doctors .



Call a family support group or adult disability
agency and check around.



Ask adults who have health needs similar to
yours for ideas.



Ask your health insurance company about
participating and available providers.



Ask a vocational rehabilitation or independent
living center counselor.

How do you contact the doctor after hours?



Are you ready to give the correct info to the new doctor
about your healthcare needs and history, or connect with
others who can help provide more information?

Find a university health center or a community
health center.



Contact the local medical society or chapter of
the American Academy of Family Physicians or
American College of Physicians.

Check out the doctor your parents or other
family members visit.

You may want to make your first visit with an adult doctor before you
have completely finished with your pediatric doctors. You want to still
have the chance to change your mind about this new doctor.
•

•

Ask if you can schedule a “get acquainted” visit with the new doctor.
This will allow you to get to know the doctor and help you decide if
the office is right for you. Keep in mind that a get acquainted visit
may not be covered by your insurance. Remember that it will take
time to develop a relationship of trust and understanding with a
new doctor —your previous doctors have known you for a long
time. You have to be willing to help the doctor get to know you
and work together to keep you healthy.
Are you comfortable with the new doctor? Is this the kind of
person you think that you will be able to talk to? Does the office
staff seem helpful? Are you ready to make your next appointment?
How will you make sure that your pediatric doctor and new adult
doctor know your decision?
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Know Your Health Insurance Options
Most young adults need to apply or reapply for health insurance as they age. Check out the different decisions you may have:

As you turn 18 and have:

No Insurance

Hoosier Healthwise/Medicaid
(you must reapply before age 19)

Children’s Special Healthcare Services
(ends at age 21)

Parents’ private Insurance

Here are options:
Consider working at a job with job-based insurance. Several
companies hire for part-time jobs that can provide insurance. Find
out if you can still be on your parents’ plan or on a college plan.
Apply for Medicaid Disability or MEDworks. Ask about federal high
risk pool (PCIP), state high risk insurance plans or local safety net
programs.

Ask about your eligibility for Medicaid disability. Reapply for
Medicaid or the HIP (Healthy Indiana Plan) before your 19th birthday.
If you aren’t eligible, look at the choices above.

If you have cystic fibrosis, you can remain on Children’s Special
Healthcare Services as an adult. If you aren’t eligible, look at the
choices above.
KNOW YOUR POLICY! Different plans have different cut-off ages.
Some plans allow young adults with disabilities to continue on their
parents’ plan for life while they are still dependents. Have your
parents call human resources to find out. Make sure to complete all
the correct forms. Learn about COBRA, a plan that lets you pay to
continue your previous plan for a specific time limit while you work
on getting a new plan. If your previously working parent is retired or
deceased and you have a disability, you may be eligible for Medicare.

The Affordable Care Act lets you:
•
•

•

Stay on your parents plan through age 26
Protects you from being denied coverage for
a preexisting condition (a condition you had
before age 19)
Protects you from lifetime dollar limits on
coverage by an insurance company.
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Also think about other ser vices which might
not be in your plan:
Learn about community health centers or free clinics.
Medicaid Waivers - home and community-based services are
designed
to help you live in the community. Persons with
special conditions such
as autism, developmental disability, medical fragil
ity, or traumatic brain
injury may qualify for services. Wait lists currently
exist, so plan to apply
early for these programs.
Special programs - Some community organizations have prog
rams
to help with accommodations, transportation
or other health–related
services. Community center social workers and
disability advocates can
help with advice.
Other Help—ask your doctor or pharmacist for other options
for
prescriptions, dental care, eye care and mental
health resources - if not
covered by your insurance.
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Move to the Adult Model of Care
At age 18, in the state of Indiana, young adults become responsible legally for their own health care decisions. You will be asked to
sign your own consent to tests and procedures. The role of your parents legally changes. Here are some ways to think about the
differences between pediatric and adult healthcare:

Pediatric Healthcare Environment

Adult Healthcare Environment

Colorful, nurturing, kid-friendly and playful
environment.

Professional, respectful and adult environment.

Doctor will talk to your parents and you about
your care.

Doctor talks directly to you and asks you to make
decisions about your own care.

You’ve known your doctor and team since you
were young and feel comfortable with them.

You have to get to know your new doctor, and it
may take some time to feel as comfortable as you
were with your pediatrician.

Under the age of 18, parents give permission
or consent.

Over the age of 18, you provide consent, and will
need to tell your doctor if you want parents or a
support person to be involved.

Parents advocate for you.

You advocate for yourself and can ask whomever
you want to help.
Used with permission from the Center for Children with Special Needs, Seattle Children’s Hospital.

Are You Ready?

This is a complicated question—you should discuss your
ability to be your own decision-maker in the future with
your parents, teachers, and doctors. Learning to consent is
complicated.

Consent means to be free and able to give permission for
something after you have learned the facts and weighed
the risks and benefits.

All youth with disabilities are not necessarily ready to be
their own decision-makers at age 18. Some people need
extra support. If you have some limits in your decision
making due to your intellectual or communication issues,
you should read more about decision-making in the
Independent Living chapter of this guide.

Are You Ready?
plan to have all
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Is your transition complete? Are you the manager of your own care?

Graduating to Adult Health Care:

I have an updated portable medical summary, and I bring it with me to medical appointments.
My pediatric doctors have transferred my care to adult doctors.
I have an adult primary care provider.
 I plan to continue to work with this doctor.
 Last appointment ______________________ ___Next appointment_________________________________
I have adult health insurance.
 I know how to keep my insurance up to date.
 I know how (or have someone assist me) to work with my health insurance.
 I know what services are covered.
I am currently getting support for all of my health care needs.
 I know what my current needs are.
 I consent for my own care (or have someone who helps me).
 I have adult specialists and know when my next appointments are ___________________________________.
 I know how to get help if my health care needs change.
I am able to follow my health treatment plan.
 I take my medicines and treatments on time.
 I keep healthy habits and avoid risky habits.
 I manage my appointments.
 I know how to tell my doctors when I disagree with them or can’t follow the plan.
I have social supports who help me take good care of myself.
 I have social supports who help me if I become ill.
 I know how to find help from community resources.
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Ability to be able to give your permission after you have
learned the facts and weighed the risks and benefits.

Matching Columns: Match each word
or phrase on the left to its explanation
on the right.

Programs provide special services to help people with
disabilities live in the community.

Confidential
Conversation that is kept private and not shared with others.

Consent
Process of being responsible for taking care of your own
health care needs.
Health care transition
An activity you can use to help release tension or stress.
Healthy habits
A report that sums up your personal health history and
important health information.
Medical Home

Portable medical summary

Private health insurance

Preparing and moving from a model of healthcare for
children to a model for adults.

Paying for health care through a government system like
Medicaid and Medicare.

Public health insurance

Patterns of behavior that keep your mind and body at its
best.

Relaxation exercises

An expert in treating one kind of health problem or
problems with one part of the body.

Self-management

Paying for health care through companies that serve
job-based groups or individuals.

Specialist

Place where you get patient-centered, coordinated,
and continuous health care.

